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Abstract
Computational models of cancer complement the biological study of tumor growth. However, existing modeling approaches
can be both ineﬃcient and inaccurate due to the diﬃculties of representing the complex interactions between cells and tissues.
We present a three-dimensional multiscale agent-based model of tumor growth with angiogenesis. The model is designed to
easily adapt to various cancer types, although we focus on breast cancer. It includes cellular (genetic control), tissue (cells,
blood vessels, angiogenesis), and molecular (VEGF, diﬀusion) levels of representation. Unlike in most cancer models, both
normally functioning tissue cells and tumor cells are included in the model. Tumors grow following the expected spheroid
cluster pattern, with growth limited by available oxygen. Angiogenesis, the process by which tumors may encourage new vessel
growth for nutrient diﬀusion, is modeled with a new discrete approach that we propose will decrease computational cost. Our
results show that despite proposing these new abstractions, we see similar results to previously accepted angiogenesis models.
This may indicate that a more discrete approach should be considered by modelers in the future.
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1. Introduction
Cancer incidence is expected to rise worldwide from 12 million new people aﬀected annually in the year 2000
to an anticipated 20 million in the year 2030. Not only are more people being diagnosed each year (adjusted to a
standard population size), but there are also more total deaths from cancer. The only disease that is currently more
deadly than cancer is heart disease; but in ﬁve years cancer is expected to be top of the list for the ﬁrst time.
With the use of computational and mathematical models we can examine how biological systems like cancer
work in multiple scales, as well as create new testable hypotheses [1]. As with simulation models in general,
these models must be based on biological knowledge and data and validated before their results can be used to
direct biological research. Although there is great promise from computational and mathematical techniques for
cancer research, the cancer biology community is still in the process of accepting the potential of these models
[2]. Improved model approaches will increase their trust in this approach, and is part of the goal of this work.
Modeling biological systems such as cancer allows us to analyze them in a diﬀerent way than is traditionally
done by biologists. Ideally, biologists and modelers work together to form a complete cycle where biological
experiments feed into computational/mathematical models, which then feed back into the biological experiments
to continue the cycle[3]. Both ﬁelds are still working to achieve this collaboration and balance. Ideally, models
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are used for their predictive power such as is currently attempted in epidemiology for predicting the spread of
disease with and without vaccines [4].
Many diﬀerent types of models are used to study biological problems, which are usually complex systems:
ordinary diﬀerential equations (ODE), partial diﬀerential equations (PDE), agent-based simulations, event-based
simulations, cellular automata, computational geometry, and more. We introduce a three-dimensional multiscale
agent-based model and simulation of cancer cell growth that incorporates the growth of new blood vessels neces-
sary to support that growth (angiogenesis). It has been suggested that three dimensional models have the most to
oﬀer for bridging the gap between in vivo studies in two-dimensional cultures and the larger animal system [1].
Agent-based models allow each cell to be modeled separately, following some series of rules on its behavior. Our
model abstracts the complex environment of cancer development and progression, and examines it on three scales:
molecular, cellular, and tissue. Although previous agent-based models of cancer growth have been developed, as
have previous models of angiogenesis, these two approaches are rarely combined in a single model. We show
that by using a multiscale agent-based approach, we can represent complex nutrient ﬂow and angiogensis with
similar results to previous models, despite increasing eﬃciency through increased abstraction. This new approach
to modeling nutrient ﬂow may allow more robust and time eﬃcient modeling in the future. In the next section we
will discuss additional related work, then describe the model, followed by results, and conclusions.
2. Related Work
2.1. Cancer Background
Cancer is essentially a disease in which certain cells no longer follow the originally deﬁned genetic rules.
Hanahan and Weinberg deﬁned a set of six properties that represent the failures needed within a cell for it to
become cancerous [5]. All failures occur via mutations to the cell’s DNA, caused by proliferation, i.e. the creation
of a daughter cell, or a variety of other mechanisms. However, not all orderings of mutations will result in a
cancer cell. Since cells are generally able to repair damage to their DNA, or undergo apoptosis (self-death) if
repair fails, the ability to repair genetic mutations and the ability to undergo apoptosis must be some of the ﬁrst
mutations to be sustained. Afterward, the cell must become mutated in the tumor suppressor genes (e.g. p53), as
otherwise the detrimental eﬀects of increased growth will not occur. Next, the cell may be mutated in the ability to
proliferate such that its proliferation is increased. This may include multiple mutations as the rate of proliferation
is controlled in multiple ways. Mutations in a diﬀerent order will not create a cancer cell, but instead will create a
cell that will undergo either repair or apoptosis (self-death) to maintain the system [6, 7].
With these mutations the cell has accomplished four of Hanahan and Weinberg’s requirements. Tumor growth
is monitored by many processes, including the diﬀusion of nutrients. A tumor cluster will slow its growth as
nutrients become scarce. As nutrients are depleted by the tumor, the cells that do not receive enough nutrients
to function normally will be in one of two states: necrotic or hypoxic. A hypoxic cell receives enough nutrient
to continue surviving, but not enough to proliferate. A cell may remain hypoxic indeﬁnitely. A necrotic cell is a
cell that has received even fewer nutrients, such that it does not receive enough nutrients to survive. Once a cell
becomes necrotic, there is no way to revive it; it will eventually die.
Tumor cells, however, are often able to convince nearby vasculatures to grow such that the tumor can receive
enough nutrient to continue growing. This process is called angiogenesis, and is diﬀerent from the growth of
new blood vessels during normal development. Hypoxic tumor cells emit chemicals such as VEGF into the
environment. Once these chemicals meet a vasculature, they can encourage the growth of endothelial cells for the
creation of new vasculatures. These sprouts will only provide nutrient to the tumor once they have created a loop
so that blood can ﬂow. Without angiogenesis, a tumor’s development will be limited, so angiogenesis is necessary
to sustain continued growth. Additionally, angiogenesis is necessary to properly model the growth of the tumor,
as otherwise growth is incorrectly limited.
2.2. Cancer Models
There are many valid techniques for studying cancer; the choice of spatial vs. non-spatial (such as an ODE)
model can have a huge impact on the results. We choose to utilize a spatial representation of cells as it is more
similar to the original biological system and thus allows for the inclusion of a greater number of detailed aspects.
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To explicitly represent space the primary options are partial-diﬀerential equations (PDE), a cellular automata
model, or an agent-based model. We choose to use agent-based models as they are particularly well suited for
examining multiple scales. They also have the beneﬁt of being able to be simulated in a more accurate way than
how one would simulate a PDE. As there are not a signiﬁcant number of agent-based angiogenesis models, we
will discuss general agent-based cancer models, as well as spatial angiogenesis models.
CancerSim, a three-dimensional agent-based model, begins with a cancer-free system and then models the
growth of the cancerous cells based on the hallmarks of cancer [5, 8]. It therefore takes into account basic cellular
properties such as genetic instability, telomere length, and random apoptosis. Another three-dimensional agent-
based tumor model utilizes basic gene-protein interactions and multi-cellular patterns speciﬁc to brain cancer [9].
This model represents internal cellular processes via diﬀerential equations, and the location of cells spatially.
However, neither of the above models incorporate angiogenesis. Models of angiogenesis fall into three cat-
egories: models of vasculature growth without tumor or other tissue cells, models of vasculature growth with
only tumor cells, and models of vasculature growth with both tumor and healthy tissue cells. Generally, models
of angiogenesis include the growth of vasculatures to support tumors and the size of tumors with and without
angiogenesis. In some models angiogenesis is just one of the mechanisms modeled in order to answer a diﬀerent
question, such as the shape of growth or time of growth of the tumor.
Various levels of mathematical modeling exist to include how capillaries are formed, the ﬂow of blood, vessel
adaptation, and the extent of which chemical diﬀusion reaches the tissue. McDougall et al. analyze how drugs
can be sent to the tumor via the formed vessel network, based on the quality of the created vessels. They found
that the simulation was sensitive to changes in parameters for haptotactic response of the blood vessel cells, blood
viscosity, and blood pressure, and that the tracer-drug sent through the system was able to travel easiest through
the well formed vessels [10]. A discrete mathematical model based on PDEs has been used to examine the spatio-
temporal evolution of capillary networks in two and three dimensions [11]. Capillaries grow by following the
gradient of TAF. They ﬁnd that the model provides capillaries with realistic structure and morphology.
A two-dimensional multi-scale model of angiogenesis where endothelial cell sprouting occurs due to VEGF
diﬀused by healthy cells in an initial development phase, and by tumors that are later implanted into the model,
has been developed [12]. Sprouts grow based on VEGF gradient that occurs when cells do not have enough
oxygen. Sprouts die if they do not create a loop within a given period of time, and are only active once it is a
viable segment. They ﬁnd that a larger number of tumor cells causes a higher vascular density, and that network
remodeling requires a balance between angiogenesis and vessel pruning. A two-dimensional PDE model of tumor
growth with angiogenesis has also been developed [13] . They ﬁnd that asymmetrical tumor growth leads to a
greater degree of branching at the surface of the tumor when compared to symmetrical tumor growth.
Multiple angiogenesis models are based on the cellular Potts model. One such model found that sprout mor-
phology is not aﬀected by how far from the tip the proliferating region is, although the speed of growth is aﬀected
[14]. Another Potts model analyzes tumor growth with and without angiogenesis [15]. The initial vasculature is
represented as a grid. Endothelial sprouts grow in biased random movement toward VEGF secreted by hypoxic
tumor cells, with the only modeled nutrient being oxygen. They ﬁnd that the system goes through six phases of
growth, and that their results are similar to other models. We include similar aspects in our model, although we
use a diﬀerent level of abstraction, and thus will compare our results to [15].
Cellular automata models are also used to investigate branching properties of vessels. Some models focus
on branching rules and how they change the vasculature, with a brief description of how it may be applied to
tumor angiogenesis [16]. Others focus speciﬁcally on tumor angiogenesis, with either a visual comparison to in
vivo endothelial sprouting [17] or a comparison with data on in vivo vascular growth [18]. Both ﬁnd that their
sprouting is similar to what would be expected from tumor angiogenesis.
None of the above models consider how the cancer cells aﬀect the rest of the system, however. An agent-based
approach can be used to investigate the role of the immune system in reacting to and ﬁghting tumor growth, which
includes immune cells in addition to tumor cells [19]. We design our model to include healthy tissue cells instead
of the immune cells. Including other types of cells leads to a more realistic model, as surrounding cells have
already been shown to play a role in aﬀecting cancer growth. The agent-based model described in this paper is
designed to incorporate many aspects of cancer growth including angiogenesis, but with algorithmic choices that
allow a complex model to still be able to be run in only a few hours. We hypothesize that multiscale agent-based
modeling is the desired next direction in cancer growth modeling.
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Fig. 1. Model overview with the basic relationships between the three scales, including a cellular level ﬂow chart of agent decisions for both
normal and cancer cells, for every time step. Normal and cancer cells also diﬀer by what probabilities are used for decisions. Angiogenesis is
modeled both at the tissue level (branching of new sprouts) and at the molecular level (diﬀusion of oxygen and VEGF).
3. Modeling Approach
Each agent represents a single cell, and exists on a three-dimensional grid to approximate a tissue. The
system is modeled on three scales (Figure 1): molecular (VEGF, diﬀusion), cellular (genes, space) and tissue
(vasculatures, branching). Although two-dimensions can also be modeled, three dimensions provides a more
realistic representation. Agents follow individual “life protocols” deﬁned and implemented through probabilities
represented within their computational genes. We consider normal tissue cells to be of size 10μm, and each time
step to represent approximately one day. Vasculatures in the system give agents nutrients, which they require to
survive. Without tumor growth, the system can self-maintain essentially forever. The basic agent architecture is
based on [20].
3.1. Genes and the Life Protocols
The basic life protocols are based on Hanahan and Weinberg’s hallmarks of cancer [5], and thus reﬂect
proliferation (including rate parameters, generation potential, and space restrictions [21, 22, 23]), proliferation-
suppression mechanisms, self-testing at a check point prior to the replication decision, repairing damage, and
apoptosis (self-death). The latter is activated as a random process, secondary to an agent’s decision to die due to
aging or uncorrected defects. The distance regulation protocol maintains shape cohesiveness and allows undis-
turbed communication ﬂow among agents [24]. These protocols are chosen to approximate the healthy functioning
of phenotypic properties of cycling cells. A ﬂow chart of the decisions by a cell at every time step can be seen in
Figure 1.
Tumor agents develop in the system when all of an agent’s life protocols are damaged. A tumor agent can only
produce tumor agents and cannot back mutate into a normal agent. Since all life protocols are broken, a tumor’s
ability to follow each of those protocols is also broken: it is not able to repair the mutations, it cannot undergo
apoptosis that would occur due to mutations, and it proliferates more frequently than a healthy cell.
The life protocols of the cells are based on the life protocols in [25], where further details can be found. This
work enhances the cellular modeling of that work by the addition of nutrients and angiogenesis to the model. We
do not include the rescue protocols.
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(a) Normal cells within
a grid
(b) Tumor cells invading
the grid
(c) Simulation
Fig. 2. Relative size of normal and tumor cells at the tissue level, in 2D for easier viewing. (a) Normal cells are by default larger, (b) but
are resized as tumor cells push their way into the system. (c) In the simulation, tumor cells are shown in black and normal cells are colored.
Although cells are not spherical in vivo, this abstraction allows for reasonable modeling without altering results.
3.2. Spatial Representation
Three-dimensional space is represented by a grid. Normally functioning tissue cells generally require more
space than tumor cells (Figure 2). Our model abstracts this necessity by assuming normal cells to be twice the
size of tumor cells. Their location is determined by a set of coordinates (x,y,z) that deﬁne their center point. With
no neighboring tumor cells, the cell retains a radius of 1.5 grid locations. Thus, you can consider each normal cell
to be on every other lattice point.
A spatial chemical is also diﬀused by each cell. This chemical allows normally functioning cells to determine
in what direction the highest proportion of cells exists within their larger neighborhood. If a cell is moving, it will
move toward the highest chemical amount as that indicates the mass of the tissue as opposed to the edge. This
spatial chemical enables normal cells to grow in a spheroid initially as they populate the system prior to any tumor
cell creation.
The addition of tumor cells disrupts this status quo. A tumor cell also has a coordinate (x,y,z) but only a radius
of 0.5 grid locations. Thus, for every normal cell, there may be 27 tumor cells. However, it will take some time
before tumor cells proliferate in such a way that normal cells become reduced to this smaller size. A reduction in
space aﬀects a normal cell’s ability to proliferate and move.
3.3. Nutrients: Oxygen
All cells require nutrients to survive, which they acquire from blood vessels. We speciﬁcally model oxygen as
it is generally the most limiting nutrient sent to cells. Each blood vessel diﬀuses nutrients to nearby agents in all
directions. There is a limited amount of nutrient that can be supplied by a single vessel, and a limited distance that
it can travel from the vessel. Additionally, as agents use nutrient it decreases the amount of nutrient available for
agents further from the vessel. Thus, vessels must occur close enough to sustain all agents, but optimally should
be as far apart as possible to accomplish that goal.
We represent blood vessels at equidistant locations throughout the tissue (every 200μm since oxygen can
diﬀuse up to 100μm), forming a grid. We further view the grid as creating a series of compartments, with each
compartment being bounded on three sides by vessels, one in each of the three directions. These vessels can
supply nutrients to all healthy cells within the tissue, assuming there are no tumor cells present. Nutrients are
distributed to cells from each vessel, ﬁrst to the cells closest to the vessel, then to the next layer of cells past that,
etc, until the maximum number of cells that vessel can support has been reached in each of the three dimensions
surrounding it. We assume blood ﬂows from the zero location to the maximum location for each vessel. Each
vessel also has a maximum number of cells that can be supported overall in the model, in addition to the maximum
amount within each region. Thus, if a region closer to the beginning of the tissue has additional cells that use more
oxygen, the cells further along the vessel will be more likely to become hypoxic.
This technique for representing vessels and their ﬂow is unique among angiogenesis models. Other models
have utilized a grid, but they rely on speciﬁc calculations at every location for the amount of nutrient available.
To decrease the complexity in the model, instead of explicitly modeling the diﬀusion process we model the eﬀect
of diﬀusion. Usually diﬀusion is modeled using PDEs that must then be solved to determine the amount of
gradient available at every location within the grid. Even discretizing this using standard grid diﬀusion techniques
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Algorithm 1 Diﬀusion of nutrients
1: compartmentNutrientMax
2: vesselNutrientMax = compartmentNutrientMax ∗ numberO fCompartments
3: for each compartment in vessel do
4: availableNutrient = compartmentNutrientMax
5: for each diﬀusion radius within di f f usionRadiusMax do
6: for each location from 0 to compartmentWidth at this radius do
7: if availableNutrient < 0 then
8: availableNutrient = 0
9: end if
10: send availableNutrient to each of N cells at location
11: availableNutrient = availableNutrient − N
12: end for
13: end for
14: end for
becomes computationally expensive due to the fact that the amount of nutrient available to a cell not only relies
on the amount of nutrient in its location, but also on how many cells have taken nutrient from the environment
before the nutrient reaches that cell. Thus, the diﬀusion also relies on the number of cells between a cell and
its closest vessels. To take this issue into account, we instead do a stepwise diﬀusion from each vessel as seen
in Algorithm 1. The compartmentNutrientMax is deﬁned as in Equation 1. α represents the number of direct
neighbors in numDimensions − 1 (in the case of three-dimensions, α = 8). The di f f usionRadiusMax is deﬁned
as compartmentHeight/2.
compartmentNutrientMax =
compartmentHeight∑
i
(α ∗ i) ∗ compartmentLength (1)
Cells that receive enough nutrients are considered normal and function as described previously. It is expected
that cells will receive nutrients from three vessels: one in the X direction, one in the Y direction, and one in the
Z direction. Thus, the minimum amount of nutrient for a cell to remain normal is three times what each vessels
should give them (λ1). Cells that receive nutrients but not enough to remain normal (λ2) will become hypoxic, and
thus unable to proliferate until the nutrients increase again. Cells can return from the hypoxic state to a normal
state each time step, if their nutrients are > λ1. Cells that receive zero nutrients will become necrotic and die
immediately.
3.4. Angiogenesis
Angiogenesis is the creation of new blood vessels, as described in section 2. In the model, all hypoxic tumor
cells diﬀuse VEGF in an attempt to induce angiogenesis (Figure 1). As VEGF travels through the system, it is
spread from its current location within its immediate Moore neighborhood. The amount of VEGF at the location
(currentVEGF) is initially 1 for the hypoxic cell’s (x,y,z), with 90% diﬀusing to neighbors. The amount diﬀused
to an individual neighbor is therefore 0.9 ∗ currentVEGF/(8 ∗ numDimensions + numDimensions − 1), and is
added to any VEGF already at that location. The diﬀusion continues from all locations with VEGF greater than
the minimum of 0.0001, with 0.9 ∗ currentVEGF diﬀusing among the neighbors. VEGF only disappears from the
system when the amount at a particular grid point is below the minimum. Once the chemical reaches a vessel it
will induce the creation of a sprout if there is not already one growing from that vessel within 30μm.
Each sprout can grow by ﬁve endothelial cells every time step, and we assume that endothelial cells are the
size of tumor cells. Sprouts grow by biased random movement based on the gradient of VEGF within the system
(Figure 3). They are also limited in that they can only grow in locations where other cells are not already present,
and they are not allowed to form loops with the same sprout.
A sprout is not viable and thus does not provide nutrients to surrounding cells until it forms a loop with another
sprout or vessel. Once the sprout becomes viable, it will provide nutrients to nearby cells but not to the same extent
that a vessel could provide. Instead, the amount of oxygen diﬀused in total by a sprout (ρs) is relative to its length
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(a) Initial vasculatures (b) Angiogenesis
Fig. 3. Modeled vasculatures. (a) The initial vessels capable of providing oxygen to the simulated tissue. (b) Vessel growth due to tumor
diﬀusion of VEGF; yellow are viable vessels that have formed a loop and thus diﬀuse oxygen, whereas blue are non-viable endothelial cells.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4. General growth pattern of modeled cancer cells. Tumor exhibit spheroid growth patterns as well as the expected branching processes.
Normal cells and vasculatures are not shown, although they are inﬂuencing the tumor’s growth.
(l) as seen in Equation 2. This limited nutrient, however, will allow the tumor to grow further, and create more
sprouts as it grows as well. The diﬀusion of this nutrient occurs via an algorithm similar to Algorithm 1, except
that the diﬀusion radius is limited to half of a normal vessel’s diﬀusion radius.
ρs =
di f f usionRadiusMax/numDimensions∑
i
(α ∗ i) ∗ l/α + 5 (2)
4. Results
In all instances the model is simulated on a size 40x40x40 grid. Compartments have height, width, and depth of
20. Normal cells have the following parameters: proliferation rates in one of three ranges (0.05−0.15, 0.03−0.09,
or 0.015− 0.045), and apoptosis rates within 0.0024− 0.0048. Cancer cells have the following related parameters:
proliferate rates are limited to the range of 0.3 − 0.9, and apoptosis rates are limited to 0.0001 − 0.0002. These
values are chosen to represent breast cancer [25]. Angiogenesis follows the above algorithms when enabled in the
simulation.
The model is ﬁrst analyzed in terms of cellular growth and properties in a system lacking angiogenesis. In
all of the parameter cases we ﬁrst see the expected quick growth of a self-sustaining cellular environment. Once
a tumor cell is introduced into the environment, the tumors then proliferate at an unchecked rate until they reach
the maximum number that can be sustained. The tumor growth pattern is in the expected spheroid growth pattern
although we do not explicitly model this behavior [9, 26], including expected branching (Figure 4). Normal cells
mostly die due to their lack of nutrients and inability to proliferate when surrounded by tumor cells. An example
of this growth pattern can be seen in Figure 5(a).
As expected, cancer cells are able to grow much larger with angiogenesis, which results in normal cells es-
sentially being removed from the system (Figure 5(b)). Angiogenesis enables tumor cells to increase the nutrient
supply around the tumor cell cluster, thus increasing their possible size.
We next compare the model to a previously published angiogenesis model by running the simulation with only
tumor cells, as our comparison model does not contain normal cells [15]. As with the other model, we start with
a single tumor cell, which eventually grows into a tumor that can no longer be sustained by the vasculature. We
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(a) Without angiogenesis (b) With angiogenesis
Fig. 5. Change over time in number of cancer (red) and healthy tissue (blue) cells. Note the diﬀerent axes. (a) When angiogenesis is not
activated, cancer cells grow quickly, but are unable to grow large enough to crowd out healthy cells. (b) When angiogenesis is activated, the
cancer cells are able to grow much larger and take nutrients and space away from healthy cells such that they basically disappear.
examine the rates of tumor cells, hypoxic cells, and neovascular cells in this model (Figure 6) over time. The rates
of tumor growth with and without angiogenesis relate as we would expect, with tumor growth increasing much
faster with angiogenesis, reaching 35000 cells in 400 days instead of 15000 cells without angiogenesis (Figure
6(a)). Additionally, the tumor grows in a spheroid pattern with small branchings, which is also expected of tumor
development.
After approximately 100 days the number of hypoxic cells begins to increase (Figure 6(b)). Once the vascu-
lature can’t sustain tumor growth, hypoxic cells diﬀuse VEGF and angiogenesis begins. Notice that the increased
tumor growth rate corresponds to the increase in neovascular and hypoxic cells. We see an increase in hypoxic
cells in both cases, as cells will lack nutrients whether or not the tumor cells can encourage angiogenesis. In the
case of no angiogenesis ability, although the number of hypoxic cells increases the overall growth of tumor cells
is delayed as the cluster can only proliferate in areas where nutrient is still available. Eventually we start to see
a more exponential growth in the case of angiogenesis, showing that the tumor is able to grow but still cannot
support all cells.
These results are as we expect to see, and are very similar to the results from [15]. However, the most
noticeable diﬀerences between our results are the amount of time to see these patterns, as well as the number of
tumor cells simulated. These diﬀerences may be an artifact from our inclusion of normal tissue cells, showing that
to truly model cancer growth we need to include these cells in our simulations.
5. Discussion
We present a new three-dimensional multiscale agent-based model for cancer growth. This model is an im-
provement over previous models as it explicitly models normal tissue cells in addition to cancer cells. The func-
tioning of cells is probabilistic, with probabilities drawn from the literature and experts in the ﬁeld. Additionally,
the deﬁnition of the functioning of a cancer cell is based on the hallmarks of cancer [5]. We also directly model
nutrient (oxygen) diﬀusion from vasculatures, and cancer angiogenesis through the diﬀusion of VEGF that ini-
tiates sprouts from blood vessels. Our methods are novel in comparison to previous angiogenesis models. We
are able to abstract the ﬂow of oxygen without losing the details of nutrient availability, VEGF diﬀusion, or its
resulting stimulation of new capillary growth.
Our tumor cells grow in the spheroid shape that is generally expected in cancer growth, whether or not an-
giogenesis is activated. With angiognesis tumors are able to grow signiﬁcantly bigger than without angiogenesis.
Our model shows a similar rate of growth of both cells and vasculatures as in the ﬁrst ﬁve phases modeled in [15],
despite our discretization of the angiogenesis process. However, our timeline is elongated in comparison. This
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(a) Tumor Cells (b) Hypoxic Cells
(c) Neovascular Cells (d) Normal Tumor Cells
Fig. 6. Change over time of cell counts with (blue) and without (red) angiogenesis: (a) Number of tumor cells, (b) Number of hypoxic (low
nutrient) cells, (c) Number of neovascular (new vessel) cells, and (d) Number of non-hypoxic tumor cells. More tumor cells are able to grow
with angiogenesis, and eventually there is also more rapid creation of hypoxic cells with angiogenesis. These results resemble the ﬁrst ﬁve
phases in [15].
diﬀerence may be due to our larger system scale, or may indicate that diﬀerent parameters may be necessary to
the angiogenesis model to change the growth speed.
Our model represents a new variation on multiscale angiogenesis models. As our new discretization and
abstraction of the angiogenesis process gives similar results to previous models, we propose that this model and
its modeling approach be considered in future tumor growth model development. Being able to discretize nutrient
ﬂow and capillary growth will decrease simulation time without sacriﬁcing accuracy. More eﬃcient modeling will
allow the study of more complex and larger tumors, in addition to the including the surrounding tissue cells that
are currently ignored by most models.
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